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Abstract. Recognizing faces in low resolution and blurred images is common 
yet challenging task. Local Frequency Descriptor (LFD) has been proved to be 
effective for this problem and is extracted from a spatial neighborhood of each 
pixel of a frequency plane regardless of correlations between frequencies. To 
explore the frequency correlations and preserve low resolution and blur insensi-
tive simultaneously, we propose Enhanced LFD (ELFD) in which information 
in space and frequency is jointly utilized so as to be more descriptive and dis-
criminative than LFD. The selection of window size of short-term of Fourier 
transform adaptive to the testing image is also analyzed. In addition, linear 
weighting fusion of recognition results given by magnitude and phase is pro-
posed. The experiments conducted on Yale and FERET databases demonstrate 
that promising results have been achieved by the proposed ELFD, adaptive 
window size selection and fusion scheme. 

Keywords: face recognition, low resolution and blur, Enhanced Local Fre-
quency Descriptor, frequency correlation, fusion. 

1 Introduction 

Due to a wide range of potential applications as well as academic challenges, face 
recognition has attracted much attention during the last decade. Despite great progress 
has been made in design of scheme robust to expressions and aging of subjects, partial 
occlusions, illuminations and inaccurate registrations, most of them aimed at recog-
nizing faces in high quality image. Once coping with degraded images caused by such 
as blur, low resolution, noise etc, the performance will decline dramatically. Hence, in 
this paper, we will focus on robust blurred and low resolution face recognition.  

There roughly exist three categories of ways in literature to handle face recognition 
from blurred and low resolution image. The first category is to deblur or super-resolve 
an image, then feed the restored image to the recognition engine [1, 2]. While the 
separated scheme is straightforward, the goal of image restoration is not consistent with 
recognition. And even worse, especially for blurred image, if the blur model is un-
known or complex, notable artifacts introduced by deblurring will in fact decline the 
recognition performance. The second category is to do a direct recognition from 
blurred or low resolution image without deblurring or super resolution. Zhang et al [3] 
presented a joint blind restoration and recognition framework based on sparse repre-



sentation. Once blur kernel is estimated, it is applied to blur the training set to produce a 
blur dictionary and the sparse coding of the blurred face using the blur dictionary is 
determined to give recognition result. Moreover, the kernel is estimated iteratively in a 
loop. We also have explored the blind blurred image recognition in which two 
frameworks are investigated [4]. One is first to infer the kernel as a separate step, then 
the kernel is used to generate a data dictionary and an adaptive SIFT feature dictionary 
is also obtained accordingly. The other is to integrate the kernel estimation and the 
adaptive SIFT dictionary inference into a common model. The two steps are alterna-
tively executed until stop criterion is reached. The drawback of works in [3] and [4] is 
the low efficiency since the time consumption of blurring operation is too heavy. Li et 
al [5] learned two coupled mapping matrix that mapped a pair of high and low resolu-
tion image to a unique feature space. The target of the couple mapping matrix is to 
make the distance between two points in feature space as close as possible provide that 
they are corresponding to a pair of high and low resolution version of a same image. 
The approach is high efficiency and also without super resolution, but the mapped 
feature is global. The last category is to extract blur invariant or insensitive features. 
Heikkilä et al analyzed Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) descriptor robust to centrally 
symmetric blur [6]. LPQ relied on short-term of Fourier transform (STFT). They no-
ticed that the local quantized phase information is nearly invariant in low frequency 
band. Clearly, only phase information is not appropriate since magnitude is also very 
useful for recognition shown by work [7]. Lei et al proposed Local Frequency De-
scriptor (LFD) that both magnitude and phase are extracted [8]. Similar to Local Binary 
Pattern (LBP) encoding relative relations between two pixels [9], LFD is defined in 
terms of relations of two local Fourier transforms of neighboring pixels of blurred 
image and proved to be insensitive to arbitrary type of blur kernel. 

Our idea stems from the work in [8]. It has been shown that LFD is effective for 
recognizing low resolution face to a certain extent. We notice that the correlations 
between frequencies are beneficial for improving recognition performance particularly 
for low resolution and blurred degradations. Further, an adaptive selection of window 
size of STFT should be adopted. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews 
the LFD. Section 3 gives a detail discussion of the Enhanced LFD and the adaptive 
selection of window size of STFT. Sections 4 demonstrate good experimental results 
on Yale and FERET databases. Conclusion and future work are provided in section 5. 

2 Review on Local Frequency Descriptor 

LFD is based on STFT, which is calculated over a local area Nx centered at x of an 
image f(x) as follows: 
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where u = {u1, u2,…uL} denote a set of 2D frequencies, ( ) x  denote a window 

function and ( ) x is the conjugate of it. An example of size 55 and 4 selected fre-

quencies is shown in figure 1. The STFT of an image using size 55 and the 4 selected 
frequencies is demonstrated in figure 2. 



 

Fig. 1. u1=(1/5,0); u2=(0,1/5); u3=(1/5,1/5); u4=(1/5,-1/5); 

         

(a)         (b) u1        (c) u2       (d) u3        (e) u4            (f) u1       (g) u2       (h) u3       (i) u4  

Fig. 2. (a) Original face image. (b)-(i) magnitudes and phases of STFT at frequencies u1,u2,u3 and 
u4 from left to right.  

Then local magnitude descriptor (lmd) and local phase descriptor (lpd) are extracted 
from magnitude and phase of STFT respectively. Similar to LBP, lmd and lpd are both 
dependent on binary strings describing relative relations between value of a position 
and its 8 neighbors. Once a binary string is obtained, it will be encoded a decimal 
integer.  

3 Adaptive Window Size Selection and Enhanced LFD 

3.1 Adaptive Window Size Selection 

A low resolution or blurred image ( )g x is modeled as a convolution between a high 

quality image ( )f x and a blur kernel ( )k x : 

( ) ( ) ( )g f k x x x                                     (2) 

Assume we focus on two positions xi and xj and two local regions centered at the two 
positions. In terms of definition of STFT, the Fourier transforms of the two local re-
gions are as follows: 
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Suppose the size of ( ) x  is W. Clearly, for the two local 

es ( ) ( )i f x x x and ( ) ( )j f x x x , their sizes are both W. Now let the two local 

images blurred by blur kernel ( )k x , the corresponding Fourier transforms are as fol-

lows: 
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Suppose the size of ( )k x is K, the size of blurred local image will be the larger value 

between K and W. For a same frequency uk, a blur invariant is true due 

to G ( ) / G ( )=F ( ) / F ( )
i i i ik k k kx x x x

 u u u u . Nevertheless, the blur operation is first done 



then a local area is extracted so that for low resolution and blurred image, the STFT is 
as follows: 
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Similar to (3), the size of local image ( )[ ( ) ( )]i k f  x x x x and 

( )[ ( ) ( )]j k f  x x x x are both W. Obviously, the blur insensitive will be compro-

mised. However, we can make ( )
ixG u and ( )

jxG u approximate ( )
ixG u and ( )

jxG u  

respectively as close as possible by changing W. Being adaptive to the size of blur 
kernel of current testing image, W must be larger or at least equal to K; otherwise the 
blur insensitive is completely impossible. Given a general blur kernel of size 1919, 
two STFT windows of sizes of 1111 and 2121 are utilized on high quality and cor-
responding blurred image, the magnitude discrepancy between high quality and blurred 
image corresponding to window sizes of 1111 and 2121 respectively have been 
illustrated in figure 3.We can see that the discrepancy of size of 2121 is reduced to 
certain extend compared with that of size of 1111. This result is just consistent with 
our analysis. 

Certainly, the window size should not be too large yet for the ultimate goal of the 
descriptor is to characterize texture and structure of a local area. If the size is too large, 
the descriptor will be meaningless. Hence blur insensitive and local property is in fact a 
trade-off. In experiment, we choose a slightly larger window size than K. 

 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3. Magnitude discrepancies between high quality and blurred image. The left four figures 
correspond window size of 1111, the right four figures correspond window size of 2121. 

3.2 Enhanced Local Frequency Descriptor Using Joint Information in Space 
and Frequency 

While LFD descriptor has been demonstrated to be effective for recognizing low res-
olution and blurred face, correlations among frequencies has not been explored since 
LFD only encoded the spatial neighboring relation in each single frequency plane 
(FP) independently. In fact, the joint representation in space and frequency is more 
descriptive and discriminative for recognition. To accomplish the joint representation, 
we propose to concatenate the binary relation of respective correlated frequencies at 
the same spatial locations named Enhanced LFD (ELFD). For the sake of recognition 
performance and efficiency, we choose arbitrary two frequencies from all frequencies 
as correlated frequencies. As mentioned in section 2, 4 frequencies u1, u2, u3 and u4 are 
selected. Accordingly, a total of 12 2-frequency combinations are pro-

        
      u1             u2              u3             u4             u1              u2              u3             u4   



duced: 1 2 1 3 1 4 2 1 2 3 2 4

3 1 3 2 3 4 4 1 4 2 4 3
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frequencies, the former is principal FP, the latter is its correlated FP. For arbitrary a 
couple of correlated frequencies and a spatial location, the extended binary relations 
contain the 8-neighborings at the principal FP and 4-neighborings at the correlated 
FP. Detailed description will be given in following. 

Based on the magnitude of STFT  ,M xu at u and x, the enhance lmd (elmd) is 

defined as follows: 
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where k denotes the focused position and m denotes the position of one of neighbors 
of pixel positioned at k. Depending on the binary relations, elmd is encoded as a 
decimal integer: 
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where up denotes principal FP and uc denotes its correlated FP. 

Similarly, based on the phase of STFT  ,P xu at u and x, the enhance lpd (elpd) is 

defined as follows: 

        1 if , and , are in thesame quadrant
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Depending on the binary relations, elpd is also encoded as a decimal integer: 
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(9) 
An example has been illustrated in figure 4 where U1 is principal FP and U2 is its 
correlated FP. The encoded integers of all positions compose a labeled image and the 
12 labeled magnitude and phase images are shown in figure 5. 

 

 

11 10 5 4 3 21 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 3132             

11 10 9 5 4 3 1 01 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 3643               
 

Fig. 4. The ELFD at a location and two correlated FPs. 



   
(u1,u2)        (u2,u3)         (u3,u4)        (u4,u1) 

   
(u2,u1)        (u3,u2)         (u4,u3)        (u1,u4) 

   
(u1,u3)        (u2,u4)         (u3,u1)        (u4,u2)   

    
(u1,u2)        (u2,u3)         (u3,u4)        (u4,u1) 

    
(u2,u1)        (u3,u2)         (u4,u3)        (u1,u4) 

    
(u1,u3)        (u2,u4)        (u3,u1)        (u4,u2)  

(a) 12 Labeled magnitude images                  (b) 12 Labeled phase images             
Fig. 5. Labeled magnitude and phase images of ELFD 

Next, each of the 24 labeled images is divided empirically into 44=16 
non-overlapping sub-regions. Thereafter a total of 1612=192 regional label histo-
grams are generated and concatenated into a long feature vector for both magnitude 
and phase. To declare the low resolution and blur insensitive properties of ELFD, for 
a sub-region indicated by red rectangle, two histograms of 4096 bins corresponding to 
original and low resolution with scale of 2 have been demonstrated in figure 6. It can 
be seen that the two histograms of original and low resolution image indeed stay con-
sistently on the whole though there exists sight variations between them. 

Naturally, the main drawback of ELFD is the substantially increased number of bins 
being 2l, where l is the length of encoded binary string. The dimensionality of feature 
vector will be much higher with bins number increasing. It will introduce curse of 
dimensionality and make the feature unstable. We tackle it with a learning scheme: 
depending on training set, a global label histogram is obtained first. In a sequel, per-
centages of all bins are ordered and two bins of least percentage are combined into one 
bin and the two percentages are summed as the percentage of the combined bin. Or-
dering and combinations of bins are executed alternatively and iteratively until a sat-
isfied number of bins are achieved. The final kept and combined bins are called valid 
bins. The original bins of a tested sub-region histogram will be adjusted and combined 
into a much lower number of bins in terms of the learned valid bins. The specific valid 
number of bins will be explained in experiment section. 



   

 Original Image     Mgnitude histogram of a sub-region of original image        Phase histogram of a sub-region of original image 

   

LR with scale of 2     Mgnitude histogram of a sub-region of LR image            Phase histogram of a sub-region of LR image 

Fig. 6. Histograms of a sub-region 

4 Experimental Results and Analysis 

Our proposed method ELFD and adaptive scheme are evaluated on two databases: Yale 
and FERET. FERET database used here is a random subset of original FERET con-
taining 40 persons. Two low resolution degradations with down sample scale of 2 and 
4, two central symmetric blur kernels including Gaussian kernel (standard deviation 3 
and size 77) and linear motion kernel (7 pixel-length with 45 degrees), 8 complex 
non-parametric kernels [10] are tested. The 12 degradations of original high resolution 
image in figure 2(a) are depicted in figure 7.  
 

    
    LR 2         LR 4       Gaussian      Linear motion 

        
    kernel1        kernel2         kernel3         kernel4        kernel5         kernel6         kernel7         kernel8  

Fig. 7. 12 degradations of original high resolution image 

The optimal valid number of bins is 48, Gaussian window of STFT and linear SVM 
classifier are adopted. Half of samples are training and the rest are testing. In addition, 5 
cross validation is conducted. For magnitude and phase, all feature planes (for instance, 
4 feature planes for LFD, 12 feature planes for ELFD) are concatenated to compose a 
complete feature vector to feed the linear SVM classifier. Fix and adaptive window size 
of STFT, LFD and ELFD are compared respectively. Finally, recognition results of 
magnitude of ELFD and phase of LFD are fused by an optimal linear weighting 



strategy to improve the recognition performance. All results have been listed in table 1. 
In this table, lmd/lpd with suffix “f” refers to fixed size and “a” refers to adaptive size. 
Accordingly, elmda and elpda refer to elmd and elpd with adaptive size respectively. 

Table 1. Accuracy Rates of Yale and FERET (%) 

 Yale FERET 

Type lmdf lpdf lmda lpda elmda elpda fusion lmdf lpdf lmda lpda elmda elpda fusion 

LR2 98.67 94.67 98.67 95.33 99.33 94.67 99.56 95.33 91.83 95.33 92.83 96.67 93.33 96.83 

LR4 96.67 81.33 96.89 90.44 99.11 92.00 99.56 91.50 56.33 94.00 88.83 95.83 88.17 95.50 

Gaussian 94.22 61.33 94.22 82.67 97.78 81.11 98.00 90.17 40.33 90.17 78.67 92.83 71.00 93.50 

motion 94.00 76.44 94.00 90.89 97.78 89.56 97.78 92.33 81.33 92.33 85.50 94.67 85.00 95.83 

kernel1 83.33 34.67 96.00 80.22 98.44 80.44 98.00 83.00 37.67 91.83 81.67 94.17 83.17 94.17 

kernel2 80.89 48.22 94.00 68.22 97.78 71.33 97.33 78.67 45.17 90.67 75.00 92.50 73.83 91.83 

kernel3 93.56 61.11 96.44 90.22 98.67 90.22 99.11 93.00 55.17 94.00 86.17 95.67 86.67 95.50 

kernel4 67.56 38.89 74.22 67.78 77.33 60.44 81.78 52.83 29.17 70.33 65.17 77.50 59.50 82.83 

kernel5 93.78 76.22 95.56 89.78 98.44 87.78 98.67 94.17 71.50 94.00 86.33 94.83 85.00 95.67 

kernel6 82.89 62.44 91.11 78.67 94.89 78.22 95.33 81.33 57.33 87.50 78.00 90.33 78.50 91.00 

kernel7 83.78 67.33 88.22 72.00 92.00 73.78 93.11 74.50 51.83 84.33 71.17 86.67 68.00 87.67 

kernel8 76.67 67.33 85.56 70.89 88.44 70.67 92.67 68.00 55.67 81.17 65.33 82.67 62.67 86.67 

average 87.17 64.17 92.07 81.43 95.00 80.85 95.91 82.90 56.11 88.81 79.56 91.19 77.90 92.25 

 Fixed Size versus Adaptive Size 

We test a fix size of 1111. For adaptive size, we empirically set the size for low 
resolution of 2 scale and 4 scale to 1111 and 2121 respectively and slightly larger 
than kernel size for other degradations. In fact, we do not know blur kernel size in 
advance in reality, but the problem is simplified by assuming it is known in this paper. 
The great improvements obtained by the adaptive window size indicate that the feasi-
bility and necessity of it. 

 LFD versus ELFD 

Results of both databases have shown the performance of elmd is superior to lmd but 
the performance of elpd is inferior to lpd in contrast. This may ascribe to curse of 
dimensionality since the dimensions of elmd and elpd are much higher than that of lmd 
and lpd. This means that if appropriate discriminant analysis is implemented, the per-
formance of elpd will surpass lpd and the advantage of elmd will be further increased. 

 Fusion Strategy 

Through an optimal weighting value, the recognition performance could be improved 
by linear fusion of distance given by elmda and lpda. By an empirical search, the 
optimal weighting of results provided by elmda is 0.8 and the other is 0.2. 



5 Conclusions and Future Work 

A novel local face representation robust to low resolution and blurred degradation and 
other usual variations called Enhanced LFD is proposed. It improves the performance 
of LFD by utilizing the correlations among different frequencies so as to present a joint 
local descriptor of two correlated frequencies at identical spatial locations. In addition, 
adaptive size selection for window of STFT is proposed and a discussion in depth about 
it is presented. Last, a linear weighting fusion strategy is implemented. Encouraging 
results have been obtained on commonly used Yale and FERET database. 

Future work will complement discriminate analysis for ELFD instead of direct 
concatenations and develop methods of automatic inference for blur kernel size of 
testing image. 
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